How to order window from Tanner Windows and Doors
How do we size windows and doors?
In general, we recommend ½ inch space between the frame and the rough opening. Should a
specific interior trim be detailed, then that requires meeting the respective minimum distance
from the operable sash as shown in the ‘General Installation Drawing’ (downloadable from
our website www.TANNERwindows.com under Builder & Architects).
How do we install windows and doors in an opening?
As all European windows, we install them ‘into’ the wall. That means that the exterior finish
opening is smaller then the interior opening. This allows the frame to be ‘over insulated’ and as
such our exterior cladding is minimal and an exterior and interior jamb finish is required. For the
sill we highly recommend using standard European aluminum sill pan that comes in various
depth and attaches too the bottom of the window frame in such a manner that it allows proper
window/door water management. Many other designs are possible, but require maintaining the
proper window/door water management.
How do we make windows?
All European 'frame window' come 'ganged' together from the factory, so windows are ordered
by opening and NOT by window type. They may are shipped in components to fit the container
and require reassembly at the site.
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How do read the window/door graphics?
ATTENTION: All our proposal, purchase order and shop drawings use European graphics. That
means that the window/door is viewed from the INSIDE and the ‘peak’ side of the triangle
pointing to the handle marks the opening.

Example; View from INSIDE • Tilt + Turn Window

What we like to see as a window and door schedule.
Here is an example how we would prefer to receiving window and door schedules for preparing
a proposal:
Window and Door Schedule along with respective graphic list like:
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